DRAFT FOR A COMMEMORATIVE MONUMENT
TO THE MEMORY OF THE GYPSY VICTIMS
OF THE HOLOCAUST

HONOURABLE DECISION-MAKERS

Through all our history we Gypsies have struggled to survive as a peaceful, but also a persistent folk.
The centuries through as we’ve been spread all around the world, no Gypsy did ever shoot a bullet to fight for
the political rights, such as territory claim and other benefits.

Deeply unfair is that the innocent people became victims of Nazi’s merciless Holocaust.

About 700,000 Gypsies got also killed under the Second World War all around the Europe.

But no monument nor memorial has elsewhere built to honour those innocent victims. Our executed descendents
didn’t get even a by-lane nor a market-place called after them.

We’ve no place to glance at, to remind of, nor to meditate over....

Now has however an opportunity revealed to set the right for at least a certain part. The Polish government
gives us the place at disposal to mount on a commemorative monument to the memory of the Gypsy victims of
the Fascist Holocaust in the Extermination Camps of Auschwitz.

An artist, self a Gypsy, has outlined a monument which could give to all Gypsies in the world a feeling of
redress. Only if the project can see the broad-daylight.

Without the economical support the project will remain as an elusive dream. If the project gets into the
realization, it will also testify all our history, filled with sufferings, discrimination and isolation.

May be the glory to You, highly-esteem, if You hearken to our prayer.

International Romani Union
The Vice President,
Witktor Fumulson

Witktor Fumulson
THE FACTS ABOUT THE COMMEMORATIVE MONUMENT AS A PROJECT;

Applicant: International Romani Union.

The coordinator of the project, the Vice President Wiktor Famulson,
Address:
Wiktor Famulson
Augustendalsvägen 24 3tr
131 52 NACKA STRAND
SWEDEN

Tel: +46 8 71844 26
Mob: +46 070/614 98 00

The monument’s sculptor: J.E. Farfel
Address:
J.E. Farfel
Balaklaveki 46-1, 6
113 461 Moscow
RUSSIA

Tel: 319 32 19

Measures: height 11 m max; length 16 m max; width 5,5 m

Materials: bronze, granite-reddis, black

A rough guide price: $ 5-7,5 million dollars (at equivalent value)

A proposition for production: Russia (a cheap producer, but otherwise, a country as You decide)

Yours sincerely,
Wiktor Famulson